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U.S.A.



BABAC® Forestry and Heavy 
Equipment Tire Chains are  
100% American Made and  
Hand Assembled for Optimum  
Quality Control.

 

BABAC® tire chains are built from 10B21 through hardened boron alloy steel, with a uniform hardness 
and tensile strength throughout. Extensive tests and field experience have shown that BABAC® tire 
chains wear longer, more uniformly, and without breakage associated with case hardened products.

BABAC® offers a full line of standard tire chain patterns for skidder, forwarder, harvester, tractor,  
and heavy equipment applications. BABAC® has computer design capability and specializes in  
custom tire chain applications and odd tire sizes.

RING TIRE CHAINS  9/16"  5/8"  3/4"  7/8"  1"
(14 mm) (16 mm) (19 mm) (22 mm) (25 mm)

All BABAC® models feature alloy lugs that, unlike most other chains, are butt and  
wrap welded for unsurpassed strength and durability. Our slanted half links take  
out pre-load as the chain goes over the tire. This reduces friction and wear, and allows 
for free tag chain movement. It is a standard feature on all BABAC® ring chains.

 5/8"  3/4"  7/8"
(16 mm) (19 mm) (22 mm)

BDMR DOUBLE MULTI RING®

BS5R 5 LINK RING®

 9/16"  5/8"  3/4"
(14 mm) (16 mm) (19 mm)

Superior coverage for wider tires. 

BSMR MULTI RING®

 9/16"  5/8"  3/4"  7/8" 1"
(14 mm) (16 mm) (19 mm) (22 mm) (25 mm)

Offers a smooth ride.

BABAC® Ring chains provide 
excellent traction for operating 
in mud or snow. 

BSR STANDARD RING®

 9/16"  5/8"  3/4"
(14 mm) (16 mm) (19 mm)

Self-cleaning design.



DIAMOND® STUD CHAINS 9/16"  5/8"  3/4"  7/8"
(14 mm) (16 mm) (19 mm) (22 mm)

BDS DOUBLE DIAMOND®

 9/16"  5/8"  3/4"  7/8"
(14 mm) (16 mm) (19 mm) (22 mm)

BFP FORESTRY PROTECTION

 5/8"  3/4"
(16 mm) (19 mm)

BTS TRIPLE DIAMOND®

 5/8"  3/4"
(16 mm) (19 mm)

STANDARD U-FORM® STUDS  
Diamond® chains feature BABAC®'s world-renowned U-Form® stud design. 
U-Form® studs are welded on the flat (square) side of the link remaining 
upright for better wear and superior traction. These studs do not lay down 
like traditional studded chains, improving traction over rock, frozen/wet 
wood, ice or ledge. Studs are formed wire with finished ends.

BSS SINGLE DIAMOND®

 9/16"  5/8"  3/4"  7/8"
(14 mm) (16 mm) (19 mm) (22 mm)

BTSE EURO STYLE™

 9/16"  5/8"
(14 mm) (16 mm)

BABAC®'s unique U-Form® 
stud chains have the best 
wear characteristics of any 
chain in the world.

OPTIONAL ROUGH CUT STUDS 
An economical alternative to our standard U-Form® studs, our Rough Cut   

studs are hydraulically sheared pieces of 10B21 Boron Alloy chain, heat treated 
to the same specifications as our standard U-Form® studs.



TOOLS / ACCESSORIES

The G200 Super Jack and G202 Trac Jack 
facilitate installation and maintenance 
requirements, resulting in longer chain life 
from properly tightened chains. The G200 
is a ratchet type jack, while the G202 is a 
screw type jack.

BABAC® Black® Pin Load Rated Shackles  
are ideal for skidder tire chain applications. 
Safe working load is marked on every 
shackle. Available in 1/4" (6mm) to 
1"(25mm).

YOUR LOCAL DEALER

1010 Kennedy Memorial Drive
Oakland, ME 04963

207.465.9575 
800.323.3708

info@wallingfords.com
www.wallingfords.com

BABAC® is marketed and distributed worldwide by Wallingford’s Inc.

www.babactirechains.com

G200 / G202    
INSTALLATION TOOLS

BABAC® BLACK® PIN    
LOAD RATED SHACKLE

Great for installation or repair of forestry 
tire chains. Made with heat treated alloy 
steel. Available in 5, 6, 10, 13, 16 and 
22mm.

PLUG COUPLINGS

G202

G200

For 5mm-16mm plug couplings. 

PC INSTALLATION  
AND REMOVAL TOOL

www.babactirechains.com


